A holographic dual description of inhomogeneous systems is discussed. Notably, finite temperature results for the entanglement entropy in both the rainbow chain and the SSD model are obtained holographically by choosing appropriate foliations of the BTZ spacetime. Other inhomogeneous theories are also discussed. The entanglement entropy results are verified numerically, indicating that a wide variety of inhomogeneous field theory phenomenology can be seen in different slicings of asymptotically AdS3 spacetimes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial inhomogeneity is ubiquitous in extended quantum systems (quantum many-body systems) realized, e.g., in solid states and cold atomic gases. One source of inhomogeneity is impurities or randomness, but it can also be introduced intentionally, for example via a harmonic trap confining cold atomic gas. Inhomogeneity can have a dramatic effect in quantum many-body systems, e.g., it can alter the ground states completely -we will discuss some examples momentarily. On the theoretical side, the vast majority of past work has focused on homogeneous systems, and we need to develop new tools to deal with such systems.
In this paper, we study a series of inhomogeneous quantum many-body systems in (1+1) dimensions constructed in the following way: Let us start from a homogeneous quantum many-body Hamiltonian
where H is the Hamiltonian density, given by the 00 component of the energy-momentum tensor, H ∼ T 00 . The spatial manifold here can be non-compact (i.e., infinite line x ∈ [−∞, +∞]) or compact (i.e., circle of a finite circumference L, x ∈ [0, L]). Similarly, for a homogeneous system defined on a one-dimensional lattice, one can consider the Hamiltonian H = i H i , where H i is the Hamiltonian density at a given lattice site i. By "deforming" H by an envelope function f (x), we then consider an inhomogeneous system
or H[f ] = i f (x i )H i for lattice systems. Of central focus in this paper are the fundamental properties of the deformed Hamiltonians, mainly the scaling of the entanglement entropy both at zero and finite temperatures. In this work, we will focus on the cases where the original, homogeneous, Hamiltonians are those of (1+1)d conformal field theories (CFTs).
A. Rainbow chains
One deformation of central interest is the so-called rainbow chain.
1- 6 The rainbow chain is an inhomogeneous (1+1)d quantum lattice model, in which the envelope function f (x) decays exponentially,
where h is a parameter. For example, for the free fermion hopping model, we consider
t ij c † i c j ,
where c † i /c i are the fermion creation/annihilation operators at site i, N is the total number of lattice sites, and f j = e −h|j−N/2| (5) (where the center has been shifted to j = N/2). The homogeneous counterpart (where f j = const.) realizes, at half-filling (partial filling), the c = 1 free fermion CFT in the continuum limit.
An interesting feature of this model is that the entanglement entropy shows volume law scaling; It was found that the entanglement entropy of the reduced density matrix, when the chain is bipartitioned at the center and the half of the chain is traced out, grows linearly with respect to the subsystem size.
It has been also understood that, in the continuum, introducing the rainbow chain deformation is equivalent to putting the CFT on a curved spacetime with the metric: 
This is the metric of AdS 2 . Here, h is the curvature scale (the inverse radius) of AdS 2 . By the change of the coordinates
the metric can also be written as
which is the Poincaré patch of AdS 2 .
B. Möbius and SSD deformations
Another interesting class of deformations are Möbius deformations and the sine-square deformation (SSD).
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Starting from the uniform system defined on a spatial circle of circumference L, the Möbius evolution is given by
Here, γ is a parameter; γ = 0 corresponds to the uniform Hamiltonian, whereas when γ → ∞,
The resulting evolution operator is called the sine-square deformation (SSD) of the original Hamiltonian. Correspondingly, one can consider the lattice Hamiltonian (4), now with the hopping amplitude f j = 2 sin 2 (jπ/N ). The initial interest in the SSD comes from the observation that the ground state of the SSD Hamiltonian on an open chain (when the system is described by CFT), is equal to the ground state of the uniform Hamiltonian on a finite circle with periodic boundary conditions. This feature makes the SSD useful for more efficiently numerically finding the ground state in DMRG.
Similar to the rainbow deformation, the Möbius/SSD deformations can also be understood by putting CFTs on a curved background with the metric
C. Overview of the paper
In addition to the rainbow and Möbius/SSD deformations, various other examples of inhomogeneous systems include entanglement Hamiltonians, 25-27 the square root deformation (known in the context of perfect state transfer), 20 free fermions in harmonic traps and other potentials, 28 hyperbolic deformations, and others.
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In this work, we will discuss a series of inhomogeneous (1+1)d systems, which are given as deformations of uniform CFTs. Of particular interest is the scaling of entanglement entropy at zero and finite temperatures, which we obtain by by combining field theory, holographic, and numerical approaches.
As for the holographic approach, we develop holographic duals of inhomogeneous (1+1)d CFTs by finding appropriate foliations (slicings) of the bulk AdS 3 . The simplest example would be to foliate AdS 3 by (1+1)d flat Minkowski spaces, which, at the asymptotic boundary, gives rise to CFT on a flat space. Other foliations are also possible, realizing CFT put on different metrics. For example, AdS 3 can be foliated by AdS 2 , [35] [36] [37] which, as we will discuss, realizes the rainbow chain at the boundary.
We will also discuss holographic duals of inhomogeneous CFTs at finite temperatures, by starting from the bulk spacetime with the BTZ black hole, and following the same strategy as the zero temperature case mentioned above. We will show that sensible foliations, valid for low temperatures, can easily be constructed by a brute force application of the coordinate transformations that we use to construct the foliations for the corresponding zero-temperature geometry. This naive approach, however, breaks down at higher temperatures, and better foliations must be constructed to capture the full temperature dependence of entanglement entropy.
In order to systematically derive suitable finite temperature geometries, we must solve Einstein's equations in the bulk with a constant, negative cosmological constant, with our curved 2d metric of interest given as a boundary condition. Finding solutions of the Einstein equation with a prescribed boundary metric is a well-studied problem. See for example, Ref. 38 . Our strategy as presented above differs from the one in the aforementioned reference, but yields finite temperature results that agree very well with numerics. We will however, remark briefly on the more systematic approach, which involves solving Einstein's equations exactly for a given boundary metric. The advantage of our foliation-based approach, is that we need not find new geodesics in our bulk geometry; we can simply use the geodesics from the BTZ spacetime, being sure to implement an appropriate UV cutoff.
Finally, We will also look briefly at a larger class of deformations known as "solution-generating diffeomorphisms". In particular, we will discuss a holographic description of these inhomogeneous systems, and their entanglement properties.
II. DIFFERENT FOLIATIONS IN ADS/CFT AND ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY
In this section, we collect necessary ingredients to describe the holographic duals of rainbow and SSD deformations, and the calculations of entanglement entropy.
A. Different foliations in AdS/CFT
In the AdS/CFT correspondence, the CFT is defined ("lives") on an asymptotic boundary of AdS. What concerns us in developing our holographic description of inhomogeneous systems is the fact that the AdS spacetime can be foliated (sliced) in various different ways. Different foliations (slicings) give rise to different asymptotic boundaries, and hence correspond to different situations on the CFT side. (See below, in particular Sec. II A 4.)
For example, consider the Poincaré patch of AdS described by the metric:
where z > 0 and −∞ < t, x < +∞, and R is the radius of AdS. (This coordinate patch covers only half of AdS 3 .) In these coordinates, AdS 3 is foliated by (1 + 1)d flat spacetimes described by the coordinate (t, x) (Fig. 1) . Realized at the asymptotic boundary z → 0 is the CFT in its ground state defined on the infinite line −∞ < x < +∞. Here, as usual, the central charge of the CFT is c = 3R/(2G N ) where G N is the Newton constant.
Rindler evolution
AdS 3 has foliations other than the one suggested by the Poincaré metric. Let us consider the Rindler-AdS foliation, [39] [40] [41] [42] which can be obtained from the Poincaré metric by the z-independent coordinate transformation,
where u > 0 and −∞ < t < ∞. This coordinate covers half of the original space, so that the system is at a finite Unruh temperature. The metric in this coordinate is
It is also instructive to introduce a tortoise coordinate
Here,
is the line element of the 2d Rindler space. From Eq. (14), we read off the Rindler Hamiltonian,
This is nothing but the entanglement Hamiltonian of the half space, starting from the vacuum of CFT. (The entanglement Hamiltonian of the finite interval can be discussed similarly. 27,43 ) In the Rindler foliation, the coordinate system (13) covers only the half of the boundary. In other words, observers in the coordinate patch (13) cannot access the other half. The observers are hence effectively at finite temperature. 44 Correspondingly, in the bulk, there is a topological black hole. 43 Other foliations of AdS 3 lead to other inhomogeneous field theories on the boundary.
Rainbow chain
To realize the rainbow chain, we foliate AdS 3 by AdS 2 . [35] [36] [37] The corresponding metric can be obtained from the Poincaré metric (12) by the following tindependent coordinate transformation:
where η > 0 and −π/2h < Θ < π/2h. Contours of constant η and Θ are plotted in Fig. 1 . The metric is given by where ds
is given by (8) . There are two asymptotic boundaries, one at Θ = +π/2h and the other at Θ = −π/2h. There are two CFTs, one for each boundary, which are put on AdS 2 . These two CFTs are not decoupled, but are connected at the boundary of AdS 2 . The ground state is highly entangled between the two CFTs.
Möbius and SSD evolution
The prescription of generating the holographic dual of the rainbow chain can be generalized, by considering different t-independent coordinate transformations than (18) . Let us now consider a coordinate map
where a is a real parameter. Inverting this and separating the real and imaginary parts, we have:
where u ∈ [0, ∞) and v ∈ [0, 2π). This coordinate transformation is plotted in Fig. 1 . Our Poincaré metric thus becomes
and our conformal boundary now occurs as u → 0. Near the boundary u → u 0 , the boundary metric is given by
where u 0 is the UV cutoff. To make contact with (10), we introduce a parameter γ by
By further introducing L by
and the change of variable v = 2πx/L, we arrive at
where ds
2
Mobius is given by (11) . In our metric (23), the UV cutoff u 0 plays the role of γ; one can then see that our foliation realizes a regularized version of the SSD.
a. Dipolar limit It is also interesting to take the limit a → 0, while keeping z/a and x/a finite; this is the dipolar limit. We then consider the coordinate transformation:
Separating into real and imaginary parts, we have,
The metric is then given by
where u → 0 corresponds to the conformal boundary.
Near the boundary u ∼ u 0 , the metric for a given slice is
Foliations and UV cutoff
For each of the different coordinate transformations we considered above, we have an associated "natural" foliation; For example, in (19) , we have a family of surfaces with AdS 2 metric parameterized by Θ. To properly define CFTs in the asymptotic boundaries, we further need to introduce a UV cut off. We do so by taking our cutoff surface, i.e., the surface where we define our CFTs, to be one of the slices located near (but away from) the boundary (boundaries). This is the UV cutoff which is "consistent" or "natural" for a given foliation. In terms of the Poincaré coordinate (12) that we started with, this means that our the cutoff is position-dependent (x-dependent). Assuming our bulk foliation is dictated by a coordinate transformation, z = z(u, v) and x = x(u, v) (where u and v are our new radial and transverse coordinates, respectively), we replace the UV cutoffs with their curvilinear counterparts:
It is worth emphasizing that it is because of the cutoff that we realize a "different CFT" as mentioned, e.g., in Ref. 40 . For example, the metric of the type (19) was previously used to discuss holographic duals of boundary CFTs (BCFTs) 45, 46 ; In the AdS /BCFT correspondence, one realizes a BCFT on AdS 2 which has a boundary (or boundaries). There, however, one imposes the "original" cutoff using the flat Minkowski cutoff surfaces. 45 
Solution generating diffeomorphisms (SGDs)
We can construct a family of locally AdS 3 spacetimes with the appropriate asymptotic behavior (i.e. that preserve the form of the Fefferman-Graham metric, up to gauge transformations) by acting on the vacuum metric with a certain class of diffeomorphisms. 42, 47 Applying one of these transformations corresponds to exciting a state in the CFT. [48] [49] [50] We say therefore that they are "solution-generating diffeomorphisms".
Using light cone coordinates for the boundary, x ± = t±x, we can parameterize the transformations as follows:
Starting from the Poincaré metric (12), we obtain the following bulk metric in the new coordinates:
where
Although these diffeomorphisms preserve the form of the metric and are therefore trivial gauge transformations from the perspective of the bulk, they are nontrivial at the asymptotic boundary. This nontriviality can be understood by observing that the SGDs result in nonzero contributions to the boundary stress tensor from the Schwarzian derivative:
With the stress-tensor in hand, we can write the metric (33) in Fefferman-Graham form:
. The nonzero energy-momentum tensor means that we are in an excited state of the original CFT. Indeed, we can write this state explicitly by finding a unitary representation of our diffeomorphisms. For a diffeomorphism (written in complex coordinates z = x+it) f (z) = ∞ n=−∞ n z −n+1 , this state is given by |Ω f = U ( )|0 , where
where, L −n are the standard Virasoro generators.
Note that z and x ± in (37) are not the same as the original Poincaré coordinates; they are chosen specifically to put the metric in Fefferman-Graham form. In this gauge, the metric has a horizon located at
−1/4 . As z → 0, we see that we recover the flat Minkowski metric. To investigate our excited state, we must use a constantz = cutoff corresponding to the curvilinear cutoff
The essential physics in both the SGD protocol and the prescription we have outlined in this paper is the same. In both cases, we pick a UV cutoff for our bulk spacetime that depends on the transverse Poincaré coordinates. In our prescription, we arrive at the curvilinear cutoff by performing a particular time-independent coordinate transformation, while in the SGD case, the cutoff emerges as a natural result of extending a conformal transformation into the bulk. A key difference between the two is that SGDs are in general time-dependent, since they are formulated in terms of light-cone coordinates. Indeed, the class of Weyl transformations that the SGDs induce on the UV cutoff surface is limited to those of the form exp (2φ(x + ,x − )) = f + (x + )f − (x − ), while in our prescription, the Weyl transformations depend purely on the transverse spatial coordinate (e.g. exp (2φ(u)) = 1/u 2 for the rainbow chain). Nevertheless, SGDs can be used to construct many interesting foliations of AdS 3 . Examples include the Rindler foliation mentioned previously, the Hopf fibration 51 , and various two-sided geometries mentioned in Ref. 49 .
B. Entanglement entropy

Zero temperature
Once we have obtained a foliation of AdS 3 corresponding to our inhomogeneous system of interest, we can use the Ryu-Takayanagi procedure to compute the bipartite entanglement entropy of a particular interval on the boundary. [52] [53] [54] We start by using the known result for the zero temperature holographic entanglement entropy for an interval [x 1 , x 2 ] on the asymptotic boundary of the Poincaré patch:
As before, assuming our bulk foliation is dictated by a coordinate transformation, z = z(u, v) and x = x(u, v) (where u and v are our new radial and transverse coordinates, respectively), we replace the UV cutoffs, 1 and 2 with their curvilinear counterparts:
Equation (39) then becomes
For example, in the dipole foliation, where z = au u 2 +v 2 , the UV-cutoff and transverse coordinate transform as
We can plug these into (39) to find the holographic entropy of the dipole foliation. Similarly, for metric (33), using the cutoff (38), we can compute the entanglement entropy of an interval in thex ± coordinates:
where L(x 1± ,x 2± ) is the proper length on the boundary betweenx 1± andx 2± .
Finite temperature
Computing holographic entanglement entropy for inhomogeneous systems at finite temperature is a less trivial matter than the zero temperature case; we need to find a proper foliation of the BTZ black hole solution with a given metric on the boundary. While this procedure can be implemented in certain cases (as described below), we will use a different approach in the bulk of the paper, in which we cut off the BTZ black hole spacetime with the same curvilinear UV cutoff used in the previous section. Although approximate, this approach allows us to use known results for geodesic lengths of entangling surfaces in the BTZ spacetime. This will allow us to avoid solving for potentially complicated geodesics that the bulk metrics from the exact treatment would yield.
Let us first outline the exact approach following the results in Ref. 38 . We begin by specifying an arbitrary static (1+1)d boundary metric on the x − t plane:
Note that any (1+1)d static metric can be written this way, up to a spatial coordinate transformation. We can solve the resulting Dirichlet problem in the FeffermanGraham gauge in terms of two undetermined constants, J and B. Assuming J = 0 (to avoid a cross term in the metric), the resulting bulk metric is
For h(x) = 1, the above reduces to the FeffermanGraham form of the BTZ metric 56 with a horizon at z H = 4/RB. The parameter B thus corresponds to temperature in the boundary CFT.
For a more general h(x), a more interesting horizon will be present. For example, if we start with the AdS 2 boundary metric (8) making the coordinate change x = 1/η puts the metric in the form of (44) with h(x) = x 2 (here we set the curvature scale h in (8) to be 1 for simplicity). Plugging this into (45) and transforming back to the original η coordinate gives us the following bulk solution:
which appears to have an interesting horizon at z = 1/(R B 2 η 2 − 1). Note that as z → 0, we see our bulk metric reduce to the AdS 2 foliation that we expect from the rainbow chain dual.
Computing the entanglement entropy would entail picking two boundary points, η 1 and η 2 , on a fixed time slice of (46) , and computing the length of the spacelike geodesic between them. This would of course require a UV cutoff, which we would choose to be a constant z = . Solving the Euler-Lagrange equations for the spacelike geodesics of (46) is nontrivial, and will be different for each inhomogeneous system of interest. It is for this reason that we use the approximate approach in this paper.
This approximation for finding the finite temperature entanglement entropy in inhomogeneous systems requires two inputs. The first is the well-known result for the finite temperature holographic entanglement entropy 54 , which in Poincaré coordinates takes the form
For reference, in Poincaré coordinates the BTZ black hole metric is
where z H is related to the inverse temperature β at the boundary via β = 2πz H . With (47) in hand, we can add the second ingredient, and replace 1 and 2 with appropriate curvilinear cutoffs.
As in the previous subsection, we can find these cutoffs from the bulk coordinate change that produced our zero temperature foliation. Combining (40) and the coordinate transformations on the boundary with (47) yields a result for the finite temperature bipartite entanglement entropy in an inhomogeneous CFT:
The above can be considered our finite temperature master formula for entanglement entropy, and we will use it throughout the paper. Though this approach is quite simple, it has one primary limitation. The foliations that we use in vacuum AdS 3 are not always well-suited for the black hole spacetime. Indeed, the curved cutoffs we use in the BTZ spacetime will often collide with the black hole horizon. For example, the dipole foliation uses a cutoff at z = a /v 2 . For a BTZ spacetime with a horizon at z = z H , this cutoff surface will actually be inside of the black hole horizon for v < a /z H . This means that a large part of our boundary system could be inaccessible at very high temperatures (very small z H ). This issue will become apparent in the ensuing comparisons between numerics and holographic results, which will diverge from each other for sufficiently large temperatures and in for intervals in certain regions of the boundary. However, for most of the boundary theory, and for a wide range of temperatures, the approximation appears to yield results that agree quite well with numerics. We will thus use it in the remainder of this paper.
C. CFT on curved spacetime
The connection between the entanglement scaling of inhomogeneous and homogeneous CFTs can be also seen without using holography. Recall that the entanglement entropy for a single interval is given by the 2-point function of twist operators located at two points u 1 and u 2 at a fixed time. Let us consider the correlators of arbitrary operators, O i (x i ), of CFT put on the flat Euclidean metric ds 0 (x) 2 = dx 2 + dτ 2 , and the correlators of the same CFT put on the curved metric
where z = x+iτ and u is a spatial coordinate appropriate for the curved metric. CFT gives us the following relationship between correlation functions under Weyl and coordinate transformations:
where ∆ i are the scaling dimensions of the operators, which for the n-fold twist operators are
Since ds 0 (x) 2 is just the Euclidean metric, we can write down the known result for the two-point function of the twist operators at a fixed time (assuming we are on the infinite complex plane):
where c n is a constant coefficient that will make an O(1) contribution to the entanglement entropy. The (Renyi) entanglement entropy in the curved background follows from this expression by multiplying the Weyl factor and transforming back to the original coordinates.
III. HOLOGRAPHIC DUAL OF RAINBOW CHAIN
We now discuss the holographic dual of the rainbow chain, (19) , in some detail. In particular, we study the entanglement entropy for a given connected region A of the boundary. As the system is inhomogeneous, not only the size of the subregion, but also its location matters. Here, we mainly consider two situations:
• "Defect entanglement": where we consider an entangling cut that separates the origin ("defect") from the rest of the system.
• "Half chain entanglement": where we consider an entangling cut that emanates from the origin (defect). This entangling cut thus splits the original system into two halves.
In addition, both of these two situations can be studied at finite temperature.
A. Defect entanglement at zero temperature
Let us first discuss the defect entanglement. Recall the metric (19) for the AdS foliation. We choose, in the Poincare coordinates, x ∈ [−η 0 , +η 0 ] on the boundary as the region of our interest. The geodesic Γ anchored at (η, Θ) = (η 0 , ±π/2h) is a semi-circle on the z-x plane, i.e., η(Θ) = const. = η 0 . The length of Γ, Len(Γ) = Γ ds, is given by
This integral is divergent, and one has to introduce a cutoff, ±π/2h → ±(π/2h − ), where is an η-independent constant. The regularized length is a constant independent of η 0 (i.e., independent of the size of the subsystem):
This agrees with the known behavior of the defect entanglement entropy in the rainbow chain. It does, however, depend on 1/h, the length scale introduced by the rainbow defect (i.e., the AdS 2 radius). One can check that this is the same result we would have obtained using (39) . The "defect entanglement" (55) we have just encountered resembles the constant "boundary entanglement" found in a BCFT. The latter, however, is an O(1) constant correction to the logarithmically divergent leading order term, whereas the defect entanglement is constant, but O(log( )). Indeed, in AdS /BCFT , a zero tension brane anchored at a boundary point of AdS 3 is dual to a half-space BCFT on the conformal boundary of the spacetime. 46 This particular AdS /BCFT setup strongly resembles our effective holographic description of the rainbow chain, and indeed, AdS 2 foliation of the bulk captures the breakdown of the global symmetry group from SO(2, 2) to SO(2, 1). However, a zero tension brane (which is just an artifact of a coordinate transformation) yields zero boundary entropy, and the defect entanglement simply reflects the contributions of the ends of our entanglement interval to the entropy. A boundary entropy would reflect the entropy due to the presence of a tensionful brane. Adding such a brane could prove to be an interesting extension of the rainbow chain. The black hole horizon (red) and several defectcrossing geodesics (blue) plotted in ξ and Θ coordinates where dξ/ cos ξ = dη/η (see Eq. (62)).
B. Defect entanglement at finite temperature
We can bring this metric back to the one we want to work with, Eq. (18). For reference, the geodesic in these coordinates takes the form
In Fig. 2 , we have plotted the geodesic for several values of z * in blue, with the black hole horizon plotted in red. We will cut our spatial slice off at a constant Θ = π/2h − . Expressed as a cutoff in the z coordinate, the cutoff now depends on x 0 = η 0 as follows:
Thus, using our master formula, (49), our defect entanglement entropy reduces to
Taking the zero temperature limit, β → ∞, we recover (55) . The proper length of the boundary interval
In terms of the proper length, the defect entanglement entropy is :
where · · · is a non-universal part depending on the UV cutoff. a. Comparison with numerics To verify the finite temperature entanglement results for the rainbow chain, we can numerically compute the entanglement entropy of an interval of space at a given temperature for the Hamiltonian (4). All numerical computations were done with open boundary conditions. In Fig. 3 we have plotted the numerically-computed entanglement entropy for The numerically computed "half-chain" entanglement entropy at finite temperature at h = 0.1 for β = 100, 1000, 10000, ∞ from the top. The numerical data is fitted to Eq. (65), where we treat the non-universal constant part (independent of and β) as a fitting parameter.
an interval symmetric about the defect at the origin of the chain. We can confirm the rapid asymptote at zero temperature of this entropy to a constant, independent of the length of the interval, but dependent upon h, the rainbow curvature scale. Also plotted in Fig. 3 is the defect entanglement for several different temperatures, fitted with the analytic result (60).
C. Half-chain entanglement at zero temperature Let us now discuss the half-chain entanglement. For this purpose, it is convenient to use the global coordinate:
where ds 2 AdS2 is the metric of AdS 2 which will be described below. There are two asymptotic boundaries located at Θ = ±π/2h, where two CFTs, one for each boundary, are defined. As for ds 2 AdS 2 , it is also given in terms of the global coordinate
τ ∈ (−∞, +∞) and ξ ∈ (−π/2, π/2). There are two asymptotic boundaries at ξ = ±π/2. The two CFTs are connected at the boundaries of AdS 2 .
Combining the coordinate transformation (18) with (39), we obtain the half-chain entanglement entropy. We can express this in terms of the proper length via = 1 h η2 η1 dη η → η 2 = η 1 exp(h ):
The most striking feature about this zero temperature result is that it demonstrates a volume law growth for larger values of , with h acting as an effective temperature. This is consistent with results from previous work on the rainbow chain, 3,4 where it was found that the rainbow phase strongly resembles a thermofield double state.
D. Half-chain entanglement at finite temperature
We can apply the same procedure of cutting off the geodesics in the BTZ spacetime at z = η 1,2 h . Here, we consider a geodesic anchored at arbitrary Θ = π/2h boundary points η 1 and η 2 , where η 2 > η 1 . Combining these cutoffs with our finite temperature master formula (49) yields
In terms of the proper length , the half-chain entanglement is
The low temperature β → ∞ limit agrees with (63).
We have also computed numerical results for the halfchain entanglement in Fig. 4 , using the lattice model (4) with the hopping amplitudes (5) . There, we choose two points η 1 and η 2 , both located to the right of the defect, and set η 1 = 12 and increase by changing η 2 . We use rather than the coordinates (7) We can see that the agreement between the numerical and holographic results is excellent at low temperatures.
IV. HOLOGRAPHIC DUAL OF SSD
A. Zero temperature Now let us compute the holographic entanglement entropy of the SSD at zero temperature using the metric (22) . Let us first consider an interval [v 1 , v 2 ] (where 0 ≤ v 1 , v 2 ≤ 2π). Cutting off at u = corresponds to a v−dependent z cutoff of z = a 1−cos(v) . Using (39) and the above cutoff, we find that the zero temperature entanglement entropy is
The result (66) is just the entanglement entropy for a CFT on a finite length space with periodic boundary conditions and is what we expect from the SSD model. The above holographic results can be readily reproduced by a CFT calculation. The metric on our conformal boundary (u = 0) in imaginary time, τ , is
We factor out the 
to write our metric as
where ds 2 0 = dx 2 + dτ 2 . Since x ∈ (−∞, ∞), we can use the twist 2-point function on the full complex plane to compute the entanglement entropy (53) . Then,
Taking the log and taking n → 1, we reproduce the holographic result (66).
B. Finite temperature
We can once again use the cutoff z = a 1−cos(v) . This time we will plug it into (49) in order to obtain finite temperature results for the SSD. For the interval [v 1 , v 2 ], we obtain the following entanglement law:
We can confirm that at zero temperature, S A (v 1 , v 2 ; β → ∞) agrees with the result from the previous section (66). Note, unlike the zero temperature result (66), (71) depends on a. If we center the interval about π, so that
For comparison with the SSD model put on a line of finite length L, we rescale v i → x i = Lv i /2π and recall that the parameter a and L are related by (25) , a = L/2π. The entanglement entropy is then given by
Once again, if we center the interval about π, so that
In Fig. 5 we have plotted the entanglement entropy for several values of β, computed numerically from the Hamiltonian (4) with
Here, we put the over all factor 2/a = 4π/(N − 1) since the boundary metric of our holographic setup is not ds 2 Mobius itself, but ds 2 Mobius multiplied by the factor (cosh 2γ/a) 2 → (2/a) 2 ; See Eq. (11) . The N -dependent multiplicative factor serves to compress the density of states of the SSD model. This quantity only becomes relevant to the entanglement entropy at finite temperature, as higher energy states become populated. (74) where we treat the nonuniversal constant part (independent of v0 and β) as a fitting parameter.
C. Dipolar limit
The dipolar limit of our holographic SSD model (29) can be studied analogously to the holographic duals of the rainbow and SSD models.
a. Zero temperature A geodesic in these coordinates terminates at u = 0, v 0 = −1/x 0 , where x 0 = x(z = 0) is the anchor point of the geodesic in the original Poincaré coordinates. We introduce a UV cutoff in the radial, u-direction. In terms of the boundary anchor point, the z coordinate cutoff is 
Using (39) we have the following entanglement entropy:
As we can see, the holographic entanglement entropy is unchanged by the dipolar coordinate transformation in the bulk time slice. The holographic result (77) can be readily reproduced from CFT calculations. From the previous subsection, we saw that the conformal boundary of the Poincaré metric in u − v coordinates has the following metric:
Switching to imaginary time, τ , and defining x = −1/v, or metric can be written as a Weyl-transformed flat metric in the x−τ coordinates, ds 2 = e 2σ(x) ds .
Taking the log, multiplying by the appropriate factor, and taking the replica limit n → 1, we recover (77). 
which at any temperature, 1/β, asymptotes to the same logarithmic growth for large values of v 0 . For generic endpoints, v 1 and v 2 , we have
In Fig. 6 , we compare (82) with numerical results obtained from the Hamiltonian (4) with f j = (10j/N − 5) 2 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we combined field theory, holographic, and numerical approaches, to investigate the entanglement entropy scaling for (1+1)d CFTs put on various inhomogeneous backgrounds. At both zero and finite temperatures, we confirmed that all of these approaches deliver consistent results.
While we focused on bipartite entanglement entropy, the (holographic) approach laid out in this work can be used to compute other, related quantities, such as mutual information and entanglement negativity. Contrary to bipartite entanglement entropy in CFTs, which is universal in the sense that it depends only on the central charge, these quantities depend on details (precise operator content) of CFTs, and can be used, e.g., to characterize quantum information scrambling. Negativity, in particular, could provide insight by drawing a clearer distinction between genuine quantum correlation and classical, thermal entropy in these curved systems; something that entanglement entropy misses. We are currently investigating negativity in (1+1)d CFTs on inhomogeneous spaces.
Other interesting extensions of this work could involve applying our prescription to a wider varieties of inhomogeneous systems, and to far-from-non-equilibrium systems, such as systems undergoing quantum quenches 22 and Floquet systems. 
